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ABSTRACT: Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) at 236.6 and 9.5
GHz probed the tumbling of nitroxide spin probes in the lower stem, in
the upper loop, and near the bulge of mini c TAR DNA. High-frequency
236.6 GHz EPR, not previously applied to spin-labeled oligonucleotides,
was notably sensitive to fast, anisotropic, hindered local rotational motion
of the spin probe, occurring approximately about the NO nitroxide axis.
Labels attached to the 2′-aminocytidine sugar in the mini c TAR DNA
showed such anisotropic motion, which was faster in the lower stem, a
region previously thought to be partially melted. More flexible labels attached to phosphorothioates at the end of the lower stem
tumbled isotropically in mini c TAR DNA, mini TAR RNA, and ψ3 RNA, but at 5 °C, the motion became more anisotropic for
the labeled RNAs, implying more order within the RNA lower stems. As observed by 9.5 GHz EPR, the slowing of nanosecond
motions of large segments of the oligonucleotide was enhanced by increasing the ratio of the nucleocapsid protein NCp7 to mini
c TAR DNA from 0 to 2. The slowing was most significant at labels in the loop and near the bulge. At a 4:1 ratio of NCp7 to
mini c TAR DNA, all labels reported tumbling times of >5 ns, indicating a condensation of NCp7 and TAR DNA. At the 4:1
ratio, pulse dipolar EPR spectroscopy of bilabels attached near the 3′ and 5′ termini showed evidence of an NCp7-induced
increase in the 3′−5′ end-to-end distance distribution and a partially melted stem.

The purpose of this study is to understand the internal
dynamics of a model stem−loop oligonucleotide from

HIV-1 and the change in these dynamics upon its interaction
with HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein NCp7. The stem−loop
structure is found in the TAR (transactivation response)
region of c TAR DNA and TAR RNA. As shown both in vivo1,2

and in vitro,3,4 the binding of NCp7 inhibits self-priming within
such a stem−loop structure and promotes annealing for the
formation of duplexes between complementary TAR RNA and
TAR DNA. In vitro annealing has been conducted in
quantitative kinetic detail3,4 using “mini c TAR DNA” (Figure
1A). As we have previously shown with the simpler ψ3 RNA
stem−loop structure,5 stem−loop oligonucleotide complexes
with NCp7 undergo structural rearrangements, whose dynam-
ics are amenable to EPR spin-label methods. NCp7 (Figure 1B)
is adapted for specific binding to a diversity of oligonucleotides
in base-unpaired regions by hydrophobic and hydrogen
bonding, and electrostatic interactions between cationic
NCp7 and anionic oligonucleotides enhance both specific and
nonspecific binding.
Mini c TAR DNA (Figure 1A) has an apical loop and an

internal bulge, both containing unpaired bases and potential
centers for dynamic structural modulation and NCp7 binding.
Imino hydrogen exchange has provided evidence of an

intrinsically destabilized double-strand region below the
bulge.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques that
resolve residual dipolar couplings have pointed to the internal
bulge of TAR RNA as a locus for large bending motions and for
exchange between conformations adapted to the recognition of
small molecule inhibitors and TAR binding proteins like NCp7
and TAT.7−10 NMR structures of mini c TAR DNA are
likewise consistent with several coexisting conformations,6,11

and the TAR DNA structure, as opposed to the TAR RNA
structure, is a less stable, more dynamic structure and is more
open to NCp7 perturbation.
In our previous EPR work, only the 5′ terminus of the ψ3

RNA stem was labeled.5 In contrast, we now extend our study
to a comparison of dynamic EPR signatures in the stem (SLA,
SLB, and SL2), loop (SL1), and bulge (SL3) of the more
complex TAR, and we additionally use high-sensitivity, high-
field EPR for this purpose.12 A previous spin-label study of
oligonucleotides used only low-field 0.35 T, 9.5 GHz X-band
EPR to monitor site-specific spin probes.13−20 High-field, high-
frequency 8.4 T, 236.6 GHz EPR12,21−24 is now a mature
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technique that is sufficiently sensitive that it provides spectra
from ∼100 μM solutions of oligonucleotides in aqueous
solution. High-frequency, high-field EPR provides much better
definition of the fast (subnanosecond) components of probe
motion because the high field markedly increases the
importance of the nitroxide g tensor in determining spectral
line shape. The slowly relaxing local structure (SRLS)
model12,25−27 has become available for fitting spin-label spectra
that result from fast internal motion of a spin-label restrained
on a more slowly tumbling macromolecule, and it can be used
to reduce spectral ambiguity by simultaneous analysis of spectra
at, e.g., 236.6 and 9.5 GHz. Through a combination of 236.6
and 9.5 GHz EPR, supplemented by spectra from intermediate
frequencies in the future, one will even more readily be able to
spectroscopically separate the global tumbling and large-scale
nanosecond bending motions from fast internal subnanosecond
fluctuations at the probe.27

The spin-label attached at the 5′ terminus of ψ3 RNA
through a thio−amido linkage5 had its tumbling as reported in
prior 9.5 GHz experiments progressively impeded by added
NCp. In this work, we have extended spin-label monitoring
sites to the stem, loop, and bulge structures of mini c TAR
DNA using less mobile ureido−2′-amino linkages at SL2, SL1,
and SL3, respectively, and for the 3′ and 5′ ends, using the
thio−amido linkages as described previously with ψ3 RNA.
Loop, bulge, and destabilized stem regions have all been
proposed and frequently found to be specific targets for NCp7
in its interaction with TAR RNA and TAR DNA stem−loop
oligonucleotides,7−10,28−30 and thus, we monitor them. A
recent NMR-monitored study of mini c TAR DNA bound to
11−55 NCp7 (which lacks the highly basic, cationic tail of
residues 1−10 of 1−55 NCp7) showed tryptophan inter-
calation and hydrogen bonding to unpaired bases in the lower
stem below the bulge, but that study also reported gel
retardation evidence for another weaker binding elsewhere.11

Although a previous 9.5 GHz EPR study by Sigurdsson and co-
workers, using a form of TAR RNA lacking the apical loop,
reported perturbation to the label EPR signal from binding of
TAR inhibitors and peptides, there was no study of the
interaction of TAR forms with NCp7.14−16,18

At low ionic strengths when the ratio of NCp7 to ψ3 RNA
bases was 6−7, a marked decrease in the rate of probe tumbling
occurred.5 Such a decrease indicated large, slowly tumbling ψ3
RNA−NCp7 complexes. The decreased rate of probe tumbling
depended not only on ionic strength-dependent electrostatic
attraction between cationic NCp7 and anionic RNA but also on
the presence of intact Zn fingers of NCp7. Motivated by the in
vitro annealing of mini c DNA and mini TAR RNA,3,31 we
follow now the change in dynamics of our mini c TAR DNA at
a coverage of approximately six to seven bases per NCp7. At a
coverage of six to seven bases per NCp7, NCp7 performs as a
chaperoning agent that will recognize secondary structures
within individual nucleotide strands, destabilize these secondary
structures, and enhance subsequent annealing of complemen-
tary oligonucleotides into duplexes.
Previous fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

studies have provided evidence of the existence of destabilized
secondary structure in the c TAR DNA when it is covered with
NCp7.32−34 Here pulse dipolar spectroscopy (PDS) is used to
probe the distances and distance distributions between bilabels
connected to 3′ (SLB) and 5′ (SLA) ends of mini c TAR DNA
at a coverage of approximately six to seven bases per NCp7 as a
monitor of the unwinding and destabilization of the stem
structure. Because of the smaller nitroxide probes, their shorter
tethers, and mathematically reliable method for extracting pair
distributions,35,36 the pulsed EPR technique provides not only
precise distances (whereas FRET provides distance estimates)
but also explicit quantitative information about the distribution
of end-to-end distances in NCp7-destabilized mini c TAR
DNA. This study is thus primarily a dynamic study, but pulse
dipolar spectroscopy yields relevant structural information
about the destabilization of the DNA double strand within the
NCp7-destabilized c TAR DNA structure.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and Characterization of Spin-Labeled

Mini c TAR Derivatives. Spin-labels were attached at
positions SLA, SLB, SL1, SL2, and SL3 shown in Figure 2.
The thio-amido phosphorothioate method of label attach-

ment used for SLA and SLB is similar in its chemistry and its
oligonucleotide end location to that used to label the ψ3 RNA
in our previous efforts5 because study of end-labeled mini c
TAR DNA followed shortly upon the ψ3 RNA work. A 3-
iodomethyl compound with a shorter tether to the nitroxide
has more recently been used for making thio-ether end-labeled
TAR RNA and will be used in the future for bilabel studies of
both mini TAR RNA and mini c TAR DNA. Mini c TAR DNA
with phosphorothioate modification was purchased from
Trilink (TriLink Bio Technologies, San Diego, CA) or IDT
(Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., Skokie, IL). Spin-labels
SLA and SLB, at the 5′ and 3′ termini, respectively, were
attached by reacting iodo-spin-label precursors to phosphor-
othioate.37 3-(2-Iodoacetamide) proxyl (IPSL) and 3-iodo-
methyl-(1-oxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline) were purchased
from Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, ON). Scheme
1 shows the thio-phosphorothioate methods of attaching spin-
labels.
Labels SL1−SL3 in the loop, in the stem, and near the bulge

of mini c TAR DNA, respectively, were attached by the reaction
of a 4-isocyanoto TEMPO (Toronto Research Chemicals)
spin-label precursor to a 2′-amino group on a cytidine sugar14

to form a 2′-ureido−2′-amino linkage as shown in Scheme 2.
Mini c TAR DNAs with specific 2′-amino groups in the loop

Figure 1. (A) Secondary structure of mini c TAR DNA and mini TAR
RNA and the position of spin-labels used in this study primarily of
mini c TAR DNA. (B) Primary structure of 1−55 NCp7.
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(SL1), stem (SL2), or bulge (SL3) were obtained from TriLink
Bio Technologies. The ureido linkage to the 2′-amino was
chosen rather than a phosphorothioate linkage for our initial
study of stem, loop, and bulge regions, because it was expected
that the 2′-amino linkage would have less intrinsic mobility and
would better report motion of the oligonucleotide to which it
was tethered. For both the phosphorothioate and the 2′-amino
methods of attachment, the detailed protocols for label
attachment, for gel and HPLC purification, and for analysis
of labeled product are provided in the Supporting Information
(Figures 1S−3S). (Possible Rp and Sp diastereomers of
phosphorothioate linkages38 were not separated.)

Preparation of Nucleocapsid Protein NCp7. NCp7 was
prepared by solid phase peptide synthesis and with analysis
methods similar to those described previously.5,39−41 The final
NCp7 concentration was determined by using an extinction
coefficient (ε280) of 6050 M−1 cm−1.42

Nondenaturing Gel Shift Assays. The interaction of
NCp7 and mini c TAR DNA was monitored by nondenaturing
gel assays as described previously for ψ3 RNA,

5 and these are
shown in Figure 4S of the Supporting Information to provide at
various NCp7:c TAR DNA ratios a comparison of NCp7
binding to spin-labeled mini c DNA and NCp7 binding to
unlabeled mini c TAR DNA. The spin-labeled and nonlabeled
forms of mini c TAR DNA showed extremely similar NCp7
binding. The mini c TAR DNA by itself, either labeled or
unlabeled, traveled fastest with unlabeled traveling slightly
faster. At a ≥1:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio, a low-
molecular weight complex appeared, traveling slightly slower
than the 30 bp marker that, in analogy with the findings on ψ3
RNA, indicated a 1:1 complex. At higher ratios, more diffuse,
more slowly moving, higher-molecular weight complexes
appeared.

Melting of Labeled and Unlabeled Mini c TAR DNA.
UV absorbance profiles at 260 nm, reflecting the hyperchromic
increase caused by duplex melting, were obtained as a function
of temperature in the range of 20−95 °C for both labeled and
unlabeled mini c TAR DNA at a concentration of 2 μM. The
melting profile was obtained by taking the first derivative of the

Figure 2. Positions of SLA, SLB, SL1, SL2, and SL3 that were the
labeling sites on mini c TAR DNA. SLA and SLB, which are at the 5′
and 3′ termini, respectively, were attached by phosphorothioate
linkages using iodo precursors. SL1−SL3, which are at cytidines of the
loop, lower stem, and bulge region, respectively, were attached at a 2′-
amino group on cytidine sugars via a ureido−2′-amino linkage.

Scheme 1. Reaction (a) of a Phosphorothioate Sulfur with 3-Iodomethyl-(1-oxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline) (blue) To Form a
Phosphorothioate linkage and a Similar Reaction (b) with a 3-(2-Iodoacetamino) Proxyl Spin-Label (red)

Scheme 2. Reaction of the 4-Isocyanato TEMPO Spin-Label
with 2′-Aminocytidine To Form a Ureido−2′-Amino
Linkage
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absorbance with respect to temperature, and from these
profiles, estimates were obtained by nonlinear least-squares
parameter estimation of Tm (melting temperature), ΔH (van’t
Hoff enthalpy), and ΔS (van’t Hoff entropy) using a model that
assumes a two-state sequential unfolding.43 Melting temper-
atures of all mini c TAR DNAs, both labeled and unlabeled,
were similar within 1 °C under the same solution conditions
(Figure 5S of the Supporting Information), but the enthalpy of
melting was diminished by labels in the bulge (SL3) and at the
5′ end (SL2) of mini c TAR DNA (Table 1S of the Supporting
Information).
EPR Spectroscopy. Apparatus. At Albany, X-band (9.5

GHz) EPR spectra of spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA were
recorded at room temperature using a high-sensitivity 9.5 GHz
dielectric resonator that holds approximately 1 μL sam-
ples.5,44−46 A microwave power of 0.64 mW and a modulation
of ∼1 G were chosen so as not to broaden the EPR spectrum.
For the 9.5 GHz study at ACERT, a Bruker ElexSys E500
spectrometer was used at room temperature (20 °C) and at 5
°C with a cavity resonator (SHQE4122). For the 9.5 GHz
study at ACERT, samples of 1−1.5 μL were placed in a 0.50 cm
(inside diameter) × 0.70 cm (outside diameter) quartz capillary
with the end sealed by Dow Corning Silicon vacuum grease,
and the spectrometer parameters were as follows: 1 G
modulation amplitude, 100 kHz modulation frequency, 2 mW
microwave power, and 100 G magnetic field sweep.
High-field EPR spectra were recorded on a state-of-the-art

home-built spectrometer operating at 236.6 GHz12 to study
more explicitly the rapid probe motion. The field modulation
was 9 G ptp. Quartz coverslips (ESCO, 12 mm diameter, ∼0.17
mm thickness) were used as the basis for double-stacked
“sandwich” sample holders.27,47 Approximately 2 μL of the
sample was placed between a flat quartz coverslip and an etched
quartz coverslip containing a circular well in the middle. The
diameter of the well was ∼0.8 cm. A thin layer of vacuum
grease was applied on the edges to seal the two coverslips. Two
such samples were fixed together with vacuum grease to
provide the sandwich samples containing ∼4.0 μL. The vertical
distance between the centers of the two samples is one-half of a
wavelength (0.63 mm). At 236.6 GHz, very low concentrations
of the Mn2+ contaminant can provide a background signal
because the Mn2+ line width is vastly sharpened at high
frequency, because its width is inversely proportional to the
square of the microwave frequency. This Mn2+ signal is well
understood, can be removed from spectra by computer
methods, and, in fact, provides a field marker.
EPR Line Shape Analysis for the Estimate of Tumbling

Correlation Times via 9.5 GHz NLSL Analysis. Random
tumbling, as it modulates the anisotropic hyperfine and Zeeman
interactions, causes the three hyperfine lines of the nitrogen I =
1 14N nucleus of the nitroxide spin-label to vary differently in
amplitude and line width. As the spin-label becomes less
mobile, the outlying (M = ±1) peak heights diminish with
respect to the central (M = 0) peak. This line width variation at
9.5 GHz is primarily due to the motional averaging of the
nitrogen hyperfine interaction; 9.5 GHz EPR line shape
simulations and correlation time determinations were based
on the nonlinear least-squares limited stochastic Liouville
(NLSL) fitting program developed by Freed and co-workers.48

These simulations model the motion of the nitroxide by a
rotational diffusion tensor, R. For our 9.5 GHz simulations, an
isotropic tumbling diffusion rate [Riso = 1/(6τiso)] generally
sufficed, where τiso is the isotropic tumbling time (although an

anisotropic rotation tensor was tried in a number of cases). For
samples having slower tumbling caused by a 4:1 NCp7:mini c
TAR DNA ratio, NLSL was used to estimate the percentage of
slower and faster tumbling sites.

Multifrequency SRLS Analysis. Rapid subnanosecond
dynamic modes, i.e., internal fluctuations, which may differ
among the stem, loop, and bulge, were best resolved at higher
frequencies. In contrast, nanosecond or longer global tumbling,
large bending motions, and nanosecond conformational
distortions would appear to be frozen at frequencies as high
as 236.6 GHz but could affect the low-frequency (9.5 GHz)
spectra. The high-frequency, high-field sensitivity to rapid
tumbling motion is a consequence of the increased importance
of the g tensor as the magnetic field is increased. The increased
sensitivity to the g tensor allows high-frequency EPR to
distinguish rapid rotations about the gx, gy, or gz tensor
directions so that at high frequencies one can “read off” from
the spectrum the nature of anisotropic motions.12,49 An
important aspect of the SRLS model is that the local
reorientation of the spin-label may be restricted by a local
potential and that order parameters, S20 and S22, reflecting axial
and nonaxial contributions to the ordering, may be derived
from this potential.

Pulse Dipolar Spectroscopy with Double Electron−
Electron Resonance (DEER). Using a 17.35 GHz home-built
Ku-band pulse spectrometer,50,51 DEER measurements were
performed at 60 K. A four-pulse DEER sequence was applied
with respective π/2, π, and π pulse widths of 16, 32, and 32 ns,
respectively, and a 32 ns π pump pulse was used. The detection
pulses were positioned at the low-field edge, and the pump
pulse was positioned at the center of the nitroxide spin-label
spectrum so that the frequency separation between detected
and pumped pulses was 70 MHz. Distances measured were in
the range of 2−5 nm, and the DEER evolution time period (τ2)
was 1.6 μs, covering at least 2.5 periods of dipolar oscillations.
The exponentially decaying background was removed from the
raw time domain DEER signals. By application of the Tikhonov
regularization (L-curve) method36 and refinement by the
maximum entropy method (MEM),35 distances were recon-
structed from the baseline-corrected and normalized signals.

■ RESULTS
Motion of Spin-Labeled Mini c TAR DNA Studied by

High-Field, High-Frequency EPR. Because of recent

Scheme 3. High-Frequency EPR Better Resolves Anisotropic
Probe Motiona

aIt distinguishes x, y, or z rotations because of its greater sensitivity to
gx, gy, and gz anisotropy, respectively. Specifically for SL1−SL3, which
have a TEMPO nitroxide, we take gx = 2.00893, gy = 2.00604, gz =
2.00224, Ax = 6.9, Ay = 7.6, and Az = 36.5 G.
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sensitivity advances 27 in high-frequency, high-field EPR, faster
internal probe motion can be better understood. The spectra in
Figure 3 provide a comparison of 9.5 and 236.6 GHz EPR

spectra from mini c TAR DNA labeled at SL1, SL2, SL3, SLB,
mini TAR RNA 3′ end labeled at SLB, and ψ3 RNA labeled at
its 5′ end.a The 9.5 GHz spectra, all having three fairly narrow
lines, indicated an ostensibly isotropic tumbling with a
correlation time on the order of 1 ns, like that of previously
reported spin-labeled ψ3 RNA.5 However, there was a
spectroscopic contrast at 236.6 GHz among the samples of
mini c TAR DNA, mini TAR RNA, and ψ3 RNA that were
phosphorothioate end-labeled and the samples that were
labeled by ureido−2′-amino linkages at SL1−SL3.a The
contrast is due to differences in fast subnanosecond tumbling
that is well sensed at 236.6 GHz, but not at 9.5 GHz. SL1−SL3
performed rapid, subnanosecond anisotropic motion about a
preferential axis, which was at or near their nitroxide gx
magnetic axis (see Scheme 3 for the definition of axes). The
reorientation of the gx axis itself, with respect to the overall
macromolecule, was considerably slower. The details of such

anisotropic motions, in terms of a local rotation tensor and an
ordering potential, are provided in Discussion. The end-labeled
species of SLB mini c TAR DNA, SLB mini TAR RNA, and ψ3
RNA all showed rapid isotropic tumbling that interchanged x, y,
and z axes in <1 ns.
There was a difference in the 236.6 GHz EPR line shape

between the mini c TAR DNA and the two RNA derivatives, all
labeled at or near the end of their stem. This difference,
although marginally evident in the 20 °C spectra of Figure 3,
was noteworthy at 5 °C as shown in Figure 4. The motion of

the label on the mini TAR RNA slowed more than that of the
corresponding label on the mini c TAR DNA and, by better
resolution of its low-field gx shoulder, gave evidence of an
increased anisotropy to its label motion at 5 °C. The label at
the 5′ end of the ψ3 RNA similarly slowed and showed evidence
of anisotropic motion at lower temperatures. The thio-amido
label was used for labeling the mini c TAR DNA and the ψ3
RNA, and this label has potentially more flexible bonds
between its phosphorothioate point of attachment and the
nitroxide than does the thio-ether bond used for labeling the
mini TAR RNA. However, see footnote b. Nevertheless, the
label on the ψ3 RNA, even though it is attached to the very end
of the ψ3 RNA oligonucleotide rather than between the final
and penultimate nucleotides as in SLB mini c TAR DNA,
showed less mobility and more anisotropy at 5 °C than did the
same label on the mini c TAR DNA.

Motion of Spin-Labeled Mini c TAR DNA in the
Presence of NCp7. This section focuses on the dynamic
changes due to added NCp7 as reported by spin-labels on mini
c TAR DNA. Because 9.5 GHz EPR is sensitive to slower
nanosecond tumbling times, these studies with NCp7 binding
at a number of mini c TAR DNA:NCp7 ratios were undertaken
with 9.5 GHz EPR.c The changes in the spin-label spectra upon
addition of the first NCp7 and then the second NCp7 are
shown in Figure 5A. In all cases, the tumbling of the spin-labels

Figure 3. ESR spectra of mini c TAR DNA labeled at positions SL1,
SL2, SL3, and SLB, mini TAR RNA labeled at its 3′ (SLB) terminus,
and ψ3 RNA labeled at its 5′ terminus. Concentrations of labels were
approximately 100 μM (except that of SL3, which was 250 μM) in 20
mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 20 mM NaCl, and 0.2 mM Mg2+ at 20 °C. The
spectra are compared at EPR frequencies of 9.5 and 236.6 GHz to
show the resolving power of high-frequency EPR for differences in
motion. EPR conditions are given in Materials and Methods. The
features labeled Mn2+ are due to low-level Mn2+ impurities whose line
shapes are vastly sharpened at high frequencies and provide effective
internal field markers.

Figure 4. 236.6 GHz EPR spectra at 20 and 5 °C showing
temperature-dependent differences in line shape that were observed
for end-labeled SLB mini c TAR DNA, SLB mini TAR RNA, and ψ3
RNA. The difference in the enclosed low-field region is largest at 5 °C.
Besides the temperature, conditions for obtaining these spectra are as
described in the legend of Figure 3.
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was slowed by the NCp7, and different spin-label sites reported
different sensitivities to NCp7. The probes at the loop (SL1)
and bulge (SL3) were the slowest at the beginning and were
most slowed by binding of NCp7. SL2 in the stem was faster
and was less slowed by binding of NCp7. The simplified line
shape analysis by a single isotropic correlation time, τiso,

48,52

provided a semiempirical parameter for comparing differences
in probe motion. Thus, a bar graph of τiso values is provided in
Figure 5B, to show which probes were most impeded by
addition of NCp7. Representative simulations used to obtain
τiso from 9.5 GHz data are provided in Figure 6S of the
Supporting Information.
When the NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio was increased to

4:1, there was a considerable slowing (tumbling time increased
from ∼1.0 to >5 ns) in the motion of the spin-label, where the
broadening of the signals due to slowing of the tumbling is
shown best by the integrated absorption EPR presentation in
Figure 6. This phenomenon occurred for all the spin-labels
studied and at a coverage of approximately seven nucleotides
per NCp7, corresponding to four NCp7 molecules per mini c
TAR DNA (noting that mini c TAR DNA is a 27-mer). The
line shape broadening occurred at approximately the same
NCp7 coverage where the previous study of ψ3 RNA stem−
loop structures5 also showed considerable slowing. Interest-
ingly, Figure 7 in the first-derivative mode indicates two
differently mobile species for spin labeling site SLB under the
condition where the NCp7:mini c TAR DNA molecular ratio is
≥4:1. As in the case of ψ3 RNA, the immobilization in the

presence of NCp7 coverage could be largely eliminated by
increasing the ionic strength. We show representative 9.5 GHz
EPR spectra in the presence of a 4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA
molecular ratio in Figure 7S of the Supporting Information,
where there is progressive line shape narrowing as the NaCl
concentration is increased from 20 mM to 150 mM to 400 mM.

Changes to Mini c TAR DNA at a 4:1 NCp7:Mini c TAR
DNA Molar Ratio. The structure of the mini c TAR DNA
within the slowly moving multi-NCp7 complexes provided a
useful complement to the dynamic studies described above,
especially because such complexes are not amenable to
standard structural NMR and X-ray methods. For this reason,

Figure 5. (A) 9.5 GHz EPR signals from mini c TAR DNA single spin-
labels titrated with 0, 1, and 2 equiv of NCp7. The temperature was 20
°C, with a field modulation of 1.3 G. Spectra were normalized to the
same number of spins by double integration. (B) Simplified isotropic
correlation times (τiso) of spin-labeled c TAR DNA species derived
from the spectra in panel A by fitting spectra by the NLSL routine.48,52

Figure 6. Comparison of the absorption 9.5 GHz EPR line shapes of
the spin-labeled mini c TAR DNAs at low ionic strengths. The
NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio was increased to ≥4, where a slowly
tumbling complex forms. Spectra were normalized on the second
integral. Sample conditions: 20 mM HEPES, 20 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM
MgCl2, pH 7.5, 20 °C. The mini c TAR DNA concentration was 100
μM.

Figure 7. First-derivative 9.5 GHz EPR spectra obtained at room
temperature from SLB-labeled mini c TAR DNA in the presence of a
4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA molar ratio. The spectra show evidence
of two differently immobilized species, one with a τiso of ∼2.3 ns and
the other with a τiso of ∼6.8 ns.
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pulse dipolar spectroscopy (DEER) was performed on mini c
TAR DNA that had been bilabeled at the SLA and SLB end
positions by thio-amido labels. DEER spectra were taken both
in the absence of NCp7 and in the presence of a 4:1
NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio. Figure 8 indicates the increased
interprobe distance and the broadening of the distance
distribution between bilabels SLA and SLB in the presence of
a 4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio. There was still a large
fraction of the mini c TAR DNA that approximately maintained
the original SLA−SLB distance, while the remainder adopted a
longer interprobe distance with greater breadth overall to its
interprobe distribution.

■ DISCUSSION

Detailed Motion Inferred from Simultaneous SRLS
Simulations of 9.5 and 236.6 GHz EPR Spectra. In Figure
3, the effects of the motion of the probe, notably for SL1, SL2,
and SL3 that have ureido−2′-amino spin-label linkages, are
better resolved at high frequency. The spin-labels on mini c
TAR DNA, mini TAR RNA, and ψ3 RNA coupled by the more
flexible phosphorothioate linkages at the end of the stem−loop
structure showed isotropic tumbling at 236.6 GHz and 20 °C,
but at 5 °C, the tumbling reported by the RNA samples showed
incipient anisotropic motion about the gx axis, as indicated in
Figure 4.
Because of the anisotropy of motion observed from their

236.6 GHz spectra, SL1, SL2, and SL3 were chosen for a
comprehensive SRLS fit that included the local rapid diffusion
tensor of the spin probe, a potential that in coupling the local
rapid diffusion tensor to the global macromolecular tumbling
led to an order tensor, and the global diffusion tensor of the
entire mini c TAR DNA molecule. Such multiparameter,
multifrequency simulations have been used to good effect to
elucidate label motion for site-directed labels on proteins,
notably in the study of T4 lysozyme.27 This work is the first

application of high-sensitivity, high-frequency EPR to spin-
labeled oligonucleotides.
The combined 9.5 and 236.6 GHz spectra of SL1, SL2, and

SL3 were simulated using the SRLS model program, in which
Rx, Ry, Rz, c20, and Rc were varied as fitting parameters. Rx, Ry,
and Rz are the components of the anisotropic rotational
diffusion tensor localized on the probe. The molecular
rotational axis labels x, y, and z are the same as those of the
gx, gy, and gz axes, respectively (Scheme 3). Rc is the diffusion
coefficient for global tumbling. The dimensionless parameter
c20 refers to the axial restraining potential that couples local
probe motion to overall global tumbling. S20 is the order
parameter associated with the potential parameter c20; S20 varies
from zero, meaning no potential and hence no local ordering,
to unity, meaning perfect alignment, i.e., zero flexibility. The S20
value of ≈ 0.4 in Table 1 indicates behavior intermediate
between these limits. The resultant parameters are listed in
Table 1, and the spectra are overlaid with the resulting
simulations in Figure 9. As shown in Table 1, Rx ∼ 3.3Ry ≫ Rz.
This means that the x-axis and, to a lesser extent, the y-axis are
the fast axes for the local motion of the probe. These local fast
subnanosecond motions of Rx and Ry appear to be influenced
by the local nucleotide environment, where SL2, located in a
region of possible lower-stem duplex fraying, has the fastest
local motion and where SL3, located near the bulge and near
the upper duplex region, has the slowest local motion. SL1, in a
nonduplex loop region, has local motion nearly as fast as that of
SL2. The global tumbling rate, Rc, which is more than 1 order
of magnitude slower than Rx and Ry should be affected by the
tumbling of large, multinucleotide segments. Approximately,
the probe performs rapid, but restricted (by the axial local
potential), subnanosecond rotation about its gx axis, which is
the axis pointing along the nitroxide NO bond, a direction that
would also be the direction along bonds from the 2′-amino
group to the nitroxide. The rapid restricted motion about this
direction partially averages the hyperfine and magnetic Zeeman

Figure 8. Doubly labeled mini c TAR DNA (blue) with NCp7 (red) at a 4:1 ratio. Structural evidence of fraying of ends of the stem−loop structure
is obvious from PDS conducted at a 4:1 NCp7:bi-end-labeled mini c TAR DNA ratio and a low ionic strength. (A) Normalized PDS signals. (B)
Comparison of the interprobe SLA−SLB distance distribution in the absence and presence of a 4:1 NCp7:bilabeled mini c TAR DNA ratio. The
experimental spectrometer conditions are provided in Materials and Methods. Sample conditions: 20 mM HEPES, 20 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2,
and pH 7.5. Samples were frozen in 10% glycerol to prevent tube breakage.
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interactions corresponding to the y- and z-axes (Scheme 3).
The slower restricted motion about the y-axis similarly partially
averages x and z components, but less effectively especially
given the much larger difference [(gx − gz) × 104 ∼ 67 vs (gx −
gy) × 104 ∼ 29] to be averaged by the motion. This ultimately
means that the motion about the z-axis (which is not restricted
by the axial potential) is very slow. On the other hand, the gx

axis itself only slowly reorients so that low-field, gx features
remain in the 236.6 GHz spectra of SL1, SL2, and SL3.
First, one notes that Rc values are comparable for all three

labels as they should be for the overall tumbling rate, but slow
local effects could lead to small differences. Also, SL3 exhibits a
slower Rx but a faster Rz than the other two. They all have a
comparable local ordering, S20. In general, one finds thatW240 >
W9.5, where W240 and W9 are the residual (Lorentzian) widths
at 240 and 9.5 GHz, respectively, that supplement the widths
due to partial averaging of the magnetic tensors by the
motions.27 This could be due to local differences in solvent
polarity and H-bonding,27 differences in local conformations,
and/or some aggregation from undissolved labeled TAR DNA.
Because the SL3 concentration was 250 μM, whereas the SL1
and SL2 concentrations were 100 μM, this could be the
explanation for the large W240 for the former.
A second SRLS approach is provided in the Supporting

Information (see Table 2S and Figure 8S), in which an axial
local diffusion tensor was assumed, as opposed to the rhombic
tensor used above, but a rhombic restraining potential was
assumed for the second SRLS approach, as opposed to the axial
restraining potential used above. The total number of fitting
parameters was the same in these two methods of simulation,
but the one in the Supporting Information was less stable,
requiring fixing some of the parameters. For either method, the
motion of the probe was faster for SL2 than for SL1 or SL3,
and the fastest local tumbling motion was about the gx axis.
In Figure 4, a low-field 236.6 GHz EPR feature emerged at 5

°C from the mini TAR RNA labeled at the 3′ terminus and to a
lesser extent from ψ3 RNA labeled at the 5′ terminus. The
emergence of this feature implied preferential slowing of the
probe motion along the gx direction in the two RNA samples.
Both the label with thio-ether attachment for the mini TAR
RNA and that with the thio-amido attachment for ψ3 RNA
showed slower, anisotropic motion at 5 °C. The feature
implying anisotropic motion was absent from the 3′ probe
signal from mini c TAR DNA, for which the probe tumbling
motion remained more isotropic and faster. The mini c TAR
DNA versus TAR RNA difference would be consistent with
preferential melting of the lower stem of mini c TAR DNA,
which has been inferred from the absence of imino base pair
proton features from the lower stem of mini c TAR DNA.6 The
thermodynamic information in Table 1S of the Supporting
Information shows that the spin-label at position SLB of mini c
TAR DNA had, in comparison with that of the unlabeled mini c
TAR DNA, no perturbation to the melting temperature or the
thermodynamic stability (ΔG) at 37 or 20 °C, so it is not the
label perturbation that is causing melting. The dynamic
difference shown in Figure 4 between mini c TAR DNA and
mini TAR RNA suggests future comprehensive dynamic
comparisons of mini c TAR DNA and mini TAR RNA label
motion at numerous corresponding positions, conceivably with
pure Rp and Sp diastereomers38 of the phosphorothioate
linkages.c

9.5 GHz Study of the NCp7-Related Change in Probe
Mobility. The spectroscopic differences between labels SL1,
SL2, and SL3 (Figure 5A), with SL2 showing the most mobility
and SL3 showing less mobility, imply less dynamic motion on
the 1 ns time scale near the loop (SL1) and the bulge (SL3)
than in the stem (SL2).b,c Although the time scale of motion
was different, the high-frequency 236.6 GHz EPR findings were
similar in that there was less rapid dynamic motion in the bulge
(SL3). We recognize that the ureido−2′-amino attachment of

Table 1. Simultaneous Fitting to the 9.5−236.6 GHz EPR
Spectra of SL1, SL2, and SL3a

SL1 SL2 SL3

Rc (×10
7 s−1) 2.6 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.1

Rx (×10
7 s−1) 72.4 ± 6.5 75.3 ± 6.6 54.7 ± 4.9

Ry (×10
7 s−1) 19.2 ± 0.8 22.0 ± 0.9 19.5 ± 0.8

(Rx + Ry)/2 (×107 s−1) 45.8 ± 3.3 48.9 ± 3.3 35.0 ± 2.5
Rz (×10

7 s−1) 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2
c20 1.86 ± 0.02 1.70 ± 0.02 1.67 ± 0.02
S20 0.41 0.38 0.37
W9.5 (G) 0.94 0.89 0.90
W240 (G) 1.3 4.4 7.8

aRx, Ry, Rz, c20, and Rc are major fitting parameters. The parameters
used are those listed here and in Table 2S of the Supporting
Information. All parameters were varied in the fitting process except
for the ones labeled “fixed” in Table 2S. No additional parameters were
included to produce the values listed here or in Table 2S. βd, the angle
between the nitroxide magnetic tensor and the fast diffusion tensor,
was not included; in fact, a βd of 30° was tried, and the fit was poorer.
Errors in parameters were estimated by randomly starting the fitting
process within ±10% of the parameter values in Table 1 (or Table 2S)
and then recording the resultant variation in the fitted parameters.

Figure 9. Combined simulations of 9.5 and 236.6 GHz spectra to
provide evidence of the anisotropic diffusion tensor of the probe
provided through the parameters for SL1, SL2, and SL3 in Table 1. Rx,
Ry, Rz, c20, and Rc are the fitting parameters.
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the label decreased the enthalpy of melting for SL2 and SL3,
where the labeling sites are in regions of base pairing. An
explanation for this enthalpy change is that the ureido−2′-
amino linkage, although not in the immediate vicinity of DNA
bases, could disrupt sugar puckers and rotations so as to
interfere with base pairing and stacking. The correlation times,
τiso (Figure 5B), are lower than expected for the overall global
tumbling time of mini c TAR DNA (taken as an approximate
cylinder with a 20 Å diameter and a 40 Å length, leading to τ⊥ =
5.8 ns and τ∥ = 2.6 ns53), but still considerably slower than
subnanosecond fast local probe motion observed via 236.6 GHz
EPR. The nanosecond time scale of the motion would be the
time for dynamic motion of a many-base segment of the mini c
TAR DNA, but not of the entire molecule. The faster tumbling
motion occurs in the lower stem (Figure 5B), suggested to be
partially and dynamically melted even in the absence of NCp7.6

The labels in the loop and bulge show more sensitivity than
the ones in the lower stem to the binding of NCp7, at 1:1 and
2:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratios. A previous NMR study of
mini c TAR DNA complexed to 11−55 NCp7, lacking the basic
tail of residues 1−1011 and conducted at an ionic strength
lower than that in our study, indicated a specific interaction of
11−55 NCp7 with unpaired bases in the guanidine region at
the bottom of the mini c TAR DNA stem. The NCp7 that we
use is 1−55 NCp7, containing both the zinc fingers that
specifically recognize unpaired bases and a positively charged,
basic tail of residues 1−10 that is thought to nonspecifically
bind oligonucleotides. It seems less likely that binding of 1−55
NCp7 to the lower stem would perturb labels above the bulge
(SL1 and SL3) than below (SL2). However, binding of NCp7
to the lower stem could in principle still diminish the
conformational flexibility centered at the bulge and thereby
indirectly diminish motion sensed by labels at the loop and
bulge in the upper part of mini c TAR DNA. The implication of
the slower NCp7-induced tumbling of SL1 and SL3 compared
to that of SL2 is either that the position of binding for the 1−55
NCp7 complex is on the loop, bulge, and upper stem or that if
there NCp7 binds to the lower stem, then immobilization and
loss of conformational flexibility extend to the upper stem and
loop.
The slower tumbling at a 2:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio

suggests that a second binding site for NCp7 impeded the
motion, especially that of SL1 and SL3. Two binding sites have
been implied by isothermal titration and gel binding studies.11

It is possible that one or both of the NCp7 molecules that do
bind are exchanging rapidly on the NMR time scale11 but not
the EPR time scale. Such exchange would impede motion on
the EPR time scale but would not contribute well-defined
structural features needed for NMR structural studies of TAR−
NCp7 complexes.
Properties of NCp7−Mini c TAR DNA Complexes

Created at a 4:1 NCp7:Mini c TAR DNA Ratio. Significant
line shape broadening shown in Figure 6 occurred at a 4:1
NCp7:mini c DNA ratio, which is approximately one NCp7 per
seven bases. This is the coverage at which annealing also
occurs3,4,31 and destabilization of the stem−loop structure has
been proposed from FRET study.32,33,54 The 9.5 GHz EPR
spectra indicated considerable immobilization of the spin-label
for all the locations studied. Similar behavior with a coverage of
at least one NCp7 per seven oligonucleotide bases was noted in
the previously reported study of ψ3 RNA with NCp7.
Complexes with a coverage of one NCp7 per seven bases

have been described as being “fuzzy” or molten globule-like

complexes,55 not amenable to NMR structural methods. A
method for obtaining the underlying structure for such
disordered systems is pulse dipolar EPR spectroscopy (PDS)
of bilabels. The bilabels themselves are considerably smaller
than FRET probes; they do not require potentially perturbing
long tethers that remove them from the site of interest or
separate donor and acceptor forms. In Figure 8, the evidence of
NCp7-induced melting of the ends of c mini DNA is shown
where both the 3′ and 5′ end have a spin-label. The ∼25 Å
interprobe distance in the absence of NCp7 is due to the
diameter of the duplex structure and the length of each tether.
That distance is consistent with previously determined
interprobe distances between two spin-labels attached to
complementary, diametrically opposed phosphorothioates in
the middle of a nonfrayed duplex DNA.37,56,57 The implication
is that in the absence of NCp7, the duplex structure in mini c
TAR DNA below the bulge is not grossly frayed, even though
its bases may undergo dynamic exchange of imino protons.6

The presence of NCp7 at a 4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio
clearly causes a sizable fraction of the mini c TAR DNA to
come apart; the interprobe distance nearly doubles for that
substantial fraction. Quantitative details of the interprobe
distribution, not simply semiquantitative evidence of destabi-
lization and fraying, are provided by the Tikhonov
reconstruction of the interprobe distance distribution.35,36 In
the ambient-temperature 9.5 GHz EPR data of Figure 7 from a
4:1 NCp7:mini c DNA ratio, there was evidence of a fraction of
species having slow >5 ns tumbling and another fraction having
a tumbling time of ∼2 ns. The interlabel distance distribution of
Figure 8 shows a fraction of more thoroughly frayed species
having interprobe distances of >40 Å, and another less frayed
fraction having interprobe distances closer to the unperturbed
distance of 25 Å. It is unlikely that the fraction of bilabeled mini
c TAR DNA in Figure 8, having an interprobe distance of ∼25
Å, is from mini c TAR DNA not at all bound to NCp7 because
the typical constant for dissociation of NCp7 from
oligonucleotides is less than micromolar,11,58 because the
ambient-temperature EPR of spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA
in the presence of a 4-fold excess of NCp7 showed no evidence
of rapidly moving, unbound mini c TAR DNA (Figure 7), and
because the DEER feature with peak at 25 Å in the presence of
NCp7 is broadened from destabilization by NCp7. These
findings provide explicit physical evidence of the simultaneous
existence of both the closed conformation and the partially
open “Y” conformation of mini c TAR DNA. It is tempting to
suggest that within the condensate having a 4:1 NCp7:mini c
TAR DNA ratio the fraction of species with the slower spin
dynamics (τiso > 5 ns) in Figure 7 is the thoroughly frayed
fraction of mini c TAR DNA, while the species with more rapid
spin dynamics (τiso ∼ 2 ns) is the less frayed.

■ SUMMARY
In summary, ambient-temperature spin-label studies with 240
GHz EPR provided information about rapid subnanosecond,
hindered, local anisotropic motions and showed differences in
these motions, where the most rapid motion was in the lower
stem. High-frequency EPR showed a dynamic difference
between the end-labeled mini c TAR DNA and the mini
TAR RNA and the ψ3 RNA, implying a more ordering
environment of the label at 5 °C in the two RNAs. These
dynamic differences among stem, loop, and bulge and between
mini c TAR DNA and mini TAR RNA provide insight into
oligonucleotide dynamics, and they point to future comparative
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RNA−DNA studies.c The slowing of nanosecond tumbling
motions of large segments of the oligonucletide, which are best
observed by 9.5 GHz EPR, was enhanced by increasing the
nucleocapsid protein NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio from zero
to one to two. A greater slowing was observed from the labels
in the loop and near the bulge of mini c TAR DNA. This
differential dynamic sensitivity to the binding of NCp7, as
probed by EPR, is thus a functional aspect of mini c TAR. At a
4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio, there was significantly
slowed tumbling of all labels, indicating, as seen previously with
ψ3 RNA,

5 the condensation of NCp7 with mini c TAR DNA.
At a 4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio, concomitant structural
evidence of partial melting and a broadened 3′−5′ end-to-end
distance distribution of the mini c TAR DNA were obtained by
pulse dipolar EPR spectroscopy (DEER) of bilabels attached
near the 3′ and 5′ termini of the mini c TAR DNA.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Protocols for labeling phosphorothioate linkages, including
Figure 1S that shows the HPLC purification trace for labeled
mini c TAR DNA and Figure 2S that shows analytical gel traces
for labeled mini c TAR DNA. Protocols for the preparation of
spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA via the reaction of 2′-amino-2′-
deoxycytidine and 4-isocyanato-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-
oxyl, including Figure 3S that shows analytical gel traces for
mini c TAR DNA labeled by this method. Nondenaturing gel
shift assays showing the similarity of labeled and unlabeled mini
c TAR DNA binding to NCp7, including Figure 4S that shows
the gel scans. Melting of labeled and unlabeled mini c TAR
DNA as monitored by UV−vis temperature melts at 260 nm,
including Figure 5S that shows the melting profiles (δA/δT at
260 nm) for wild-type and labeled mini c TAR DNA and Table
1S that provides thermodynamic parameters ΔH, ΔS, ΔG, and
Tm. Figure 6S comparing simulated 9.5 GHz EPR spectra from
SL1, SL2, SL3, SLA, and SLB to experimental spectra obtained
in the presence of a 2-fold excess of NCp7. Figure 7S showing
the effect of changing the ionic strength on the breadth of the
9.5 GHz EPR spectrum of spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA in the
presence of a 4:1 NCp7:mini c TAR DNA ratio. Simulations of
the motion of spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA as studied by
high-field, high-frequency EPR, where axial symmetry is
assumed for the local probe diffusion tensor, including Figure
8S that shows SRLS simulations and Table 2S that lists the
resultant EPR fitting parameters. This material is available free
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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■ ADDITIONAL NOTES
aLabeling of a phosphorothioate group by an iodo spin-label
precursor was done on SLB mini TAR DNA, SLB mini TAR
RNA, and ψ3 RNA. For the SLB mini c TAR DNA, a
phosphorothioate between the 3′ G and its neighboring G was
labeled with an iodoacetamide spin-label precursor. For the
SLB mini TAR RNA, a phosphorothioate between the 3′ G and
its neighboring G was labeled with an iodomethyl spin-label
precursor. For the ψ3 RNA, a phosphorothioate at the terminal
5′ G was labeled with an iodoacetamide spin-label precursor.
bWork in progress at X-band with thio-ether label linkages in
the corresponding loop, stem, and bulge near the positions of
previous ureido−2′-amino labeling sites SL1, SL2, and SL3 has
shown the same order of mobility as SL1, SL2, and SL3 did,
although the motion of the thio-ether labels is overall faster
than that of the ureido labels. A related study with thio-ether
linkages at corresponding loop, stem, and bulge positions is
underway to compare motions of mini c TAR DNA and mini
TAR RNA. For our future experimental design, we are grateful
to a reviewer for suggesting looking for Rp versus Sp
diastereomeric differences in the phosphorothioate labeling
site between mini c TAR DNA and mini TAR RNA.
cTo assess the utility of high-field EPR to studies of
oligonucleotides, our initial high-field study was limited to
spin-labeled mini c TAR DNA and mini TAR RNA
oligonucleotides by themselves in the absence of NCp7. In
synchrony with technical improvements to high-field EPR for
aqueous samples, additional high-frequency EPR directed at
NCp7 complexes of mini TAR is underway.
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